Things I saw......

If you saw them, tick it!

- water snails
- birds
- leeches
- tree seeds
- dragonflies and damselflies
- ants
- woodlice
- frogs
- animal footprints

If you saw them, tick it!

- do you know what types of birds?
- do you know from what trees the seeds came from?
- what colours were they?
- do you know what animals made them?

---

Word Search

Find in the grid various animals and plants that can be found within the nature reserve. The words are spelt diagonally, downwards, upwards, across or backwards.

---

Dimple leaf
Leaves turn bright yellow in the autumn. The shape is like the leaf in the Canadian flag.

Koa
A great tree for wildlife with over 280 insect species alone living in this tree.

Branhome
Looks like a beech leaf with jaggy edges, wood used to make chopping blocks for butchers.

Hathworn
Found in hedges. Its old name was Hagathorn - Haga means hedge. Also known as a Maytree as it blossoms in May.

---

Name that tree
Can you name the tree leaves below found on trees within the reserve, use the anagram and clues by each leaf to help you.

Dimple leaf
Leaves turn bright yellow in the autumn. The shape is like the leaf in the Canadian flag.

Koa
A great tree for wildlife with over 280 insect species alone living in this tree.

Branhome
Looks like a beech leaf with jaggy edges, wood used to make chopping blocks for butchers.

Hathworn
Found in hedges. Its old name was Hagathorn - Haga means hedge. Also known as a Maytree as it blossoms in May.

---

Sammy Squirrel has hidden some acorns, but has forgotten where he left them. Help Sammy find them - draw his route through the maze to help find his supper.
Senseless

“If I was blind, I would feel the rough bark of an ancient oak tree.
If I couldn’t smell, I would see soaring birds in the bright blue sky.
If I couldn’t feel, I would hear the wind rustle past dead standing trees.
If I couldn’t hear, I would taste the sweetness of the blackberries.
If I couldn’t taste, I would smell the green wild garlic.
If I was ‘senseless’ I would miss out on all the woods.”

V is for Views that can be found
A is for Animals
G is for Green grassland
E is for Everyone to enjoy
S is for Skylarks
W is for Woodlice
O is for Oak trees
O is for the Orange fungus that grows
D is for Dragonflies

Can you find this along your walk?

The Countryside code: Respect • Protect • Enjoy

This leaflet has been created as part of the educational project ‘Walk on the Wild Side’ supported by South Gloucestershire Council’s Wild Roots Project www.southglos.gov.uk/wildroots

For further information about the local nature reserve visit the Three Brooks Nature Conservation Group’s website www.three-brooks.info